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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In February, AXON Translate celebrated its anniversary and a
set of Swiss success stories, among which:
 Lausanne 2020 Youth Olympics: exclusive partnership to

provide translation technology and software
 Catalyx: translation of market research and global online

surveys for leading and customer centric B2C brands
 Casino du Lac - Geneva: strategic project requiring

certified translations and revisions with tight deadlines
… Want to discover more about these success stories?



WHY AXON TRANSLATE



A TRUSTED PARTNER – BENOIT, FOUNDER & CEO
Benoit has developed a solid multicultural expertise in the management of complex projects
during his professional and athletic career

 More than 22 years at Telecom, IT or biotech flagships with
colleagues from 50+ nationalities - Award received from IBM

 A sailing background with victories and podiums in some of the
world's greatest competitions (winner of the Admiral's Cup, 2nd
in the Little America's Cup)

At the same time, Benoit does not hesitate to share his experience
with young talents
 Sponsor of two start-up programmes in sustainability and

circular economy
 Red Bull coach on flying catamarans, 160 champions from 4

countries trained as part of the "Foiling Generation" program
 Exclusive Translation Technology Partner of the latest Youth Olympic



OUR VISION

It is built from the symbol of the
axon, a nerve cell transmitting
impulse from and to its neuron.
Each neuron has multiple axons
which weave a complex mesh
between neurons and enable the
extraordinary functioning of the
brain.

 AXON Translate frees you from language barriers so that you can 
interconnect, communicate and engage in unlimited exchanges!

Interested in knowing more, just click!

https://www.axontranslate.com/who-multicultural-behavior/


OUR DNA

 Strong international project management culture
 7/7 service
 Translators sourcing compliant with ISO17100 standard
 “By the minute” operational reactivity
 Constant agility in responding to all types of requests and

last minute changes
 Quality meetings and human contact
 A shift from a “customer supplier” relationship to

working as a team



OUR CLIENT PORTAL – SCREENSHOTS EXAMPLE

Cut emails, save time, improve project management quality, one click for full transparency on costs, discounts, …



SUCCESS STORIES & TRACK RECORDS



 1872 athletes
 81 gold medals
 79 nations

SUCCESS STORY 1



TESTIMONIALS

”The Lausanne 2020 Youth Olympic Winter Games Communications Department 
turned to AXON Translate for the time-sensitive translation of editorial content 
produced during the Games and intended for publication in three languages on the 
Lausanne 2020 (www.lausanne2020.sport) and IOC (www.Olympic.sport) websites. 
AXON’s translations – mainly into German – were always produced within the 
extremely tight deadlines requested (as they related to sports results, frequently for 
the gold medallist profiles). The quality of the translations was excellent, which is 
again to be commended in light of the fast turnaround times. Thanks to the whole 
team who contributed to making Lausanne 2020 a success, not least from an editorial 
point of view.”

Greg Curchod, Head of Communication, Lausanne 2020



UNIQUE IN SWITZERLAND

An hybrid and mutualized 7/7 translation
solution shared between the teams of
L2020 & AXON, built from our latest
technologies and terminology resources

 Hosted on ISO 27001 Swiss servers
 Real-time language updates shared by both teams
 On-line access to specific translation tools and resources:

• For project management performance
• For translation activities



LANGUAGE PAIRS
DE > EN, 

1, 0%
DE > FR, 

1, 1%

EN > DE, 
101, 58%

EN > FR, 
6, 3%

FR > DE, 
36, 21%

FR > EN, 
30, 17%

121 documents translated by
AXON, 108 of which were
translated during the day-to-day
running of the Games:
 3 minutes to assign the

project to a translator of the
team

 1 hour as the maximum
turnaround time to return the
translation the the ICO
(average 500 words)

 AXON Translate was more responsive than the current IOC
translation provider in 96% of the projects



SUCCESS STORY 2



OVERVIEW

Catalyx on-line worldwide survey for
customer centric companies such as Nestlé,
P&G, McCain, Bayer…
 Source language: English
 Target languages: 16
 Translation service open 7/7
 Challenging SLA
 Reactivity



2019 SYNTHESIS – ONLINE MARKETING SURVEY

Type 1 - 100% human translation projects
 Number of projects: 74
 Number of project files translated: 200
 Total number of words translated: 419,647
 Total number of language pairs: 16
 75% of documents translated within one working day

Type 2 - 100% automatic / neural translation projects
 Number of projects: 2 / number of words translated: 282,953
 Number of language pairs: 4, JA > EN, DE > EN, DA > EN, SE > EN



TRANSLATION PROJECT DELIVERY TIME

Same day
2%

1 day
75%

2 days
23%

Nb: working days / the average volume per on-line survey is about 2,000 words



TARGET LANGUAGES
AR_SA, 3, 3%

DA, 1, 1%

DE_CH, 2, 2%

DE_DE, 17, 19%

ES, 4, 4%

ES_MX, 4, 4%

FR_CA, 1, 1%

FR, 15, 17%IT, 9, 10%

JA, 4, 4%

NL, 3, 3%

PT_BR, 7, 8%

RU, 14, 16%

SE, 3, 3% TR, 1, 1%

ZH_CN, 2, 2%



SUCCESS STORY 3



TESTIMONIALS

"Le Casino du Lac Meyrin SA used the services of AXON Translate SA for the translation of
multiple legal documents.
During the several months of our collaboration, our contact, Mr. Benoît Morelle, demonstrated
exemplary availability, flexibility, and speed. Our collaboration with AXON Translate NV enabled
us to meet tight deadlines, and the above-mentioned qualities were decisive in this respect.
Our experience has convinced us to choose AXON Translate SA for any translations we may need
in the future".

Carlo Malgioglio, Head of Human Resources, QMS & Internal Control
Fabrizio Barozzi, Managing Director



OVERVIEW

The Casino du Lac asked us to collaborate with them
throughout their strategic negotiation project
• 7/7 Services: sworn translation on a range of projects,

eight contracts and thirteen confidential documents
• Maximum reactivity, including weekends
• Languages used: English, Russian, French
• Solutions found for 100% of the requests; deadlines were

systematically met



LET’S GIVE YOUR TRANSLATION

THAT EXTRA EDGE



Closing remarks from François Bopp, President, United Orthopedic
Corporation (UOC Europe Holding SA) & SF Group Holding SA

“We had several translations to do with AXON Translate in fields of activity as
diverse as Textile (Cashmere) or Orthopedics in several languages.
Our experience is that AXON Translate is, in the image of its founder, serious,
reliable, fast and precise.
We would recommend them without hesitation“

AND A WARM THANK YOU TO OUR TEAM OF TRANSLATORS, 
WITHOUT WHOM NONE OF THIS WOULD HAVE BEEN POSSIBLE



THANK YOU FOR

YOUR ATTENTION
Benoit Morelle +41 79 509 07 38 bmorelle@axontranslate.com www.axontranslate.com


